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1 Introduction
LHCSpin aims at installing a polarized gas target in front of the LHCb spectrometer [1], bringing, for the first
time, polarized physics to the LHC. The project will benefit from the experience achieved with the installation
of an unpolarized gas target at LHCb during the LHC Long Shutdown 2 [2, 3]. LHCb will then become the first
experiment simultaneously running in collider and fixed-target mode with polarized targets, opening a whole new
range of explorations to its exceptional spectrometer.

Among the main advantages of a polarized gas target are the high polarization achievable (>80%), the absence
of unpolarized materials in the target (no dilution), the possiblity to flip the nuclear spin state very rapidly (order
of minutes) such to efficiently reduce systematic effects and a negligible impact on the beam lifetime.

LHCSpin will offer a unique opportunity to probe polarized quark and gluon parton distributions in nucleons
and nuclei, especially at high x and intermediate Q

2, where experimental data are still largely missing. Beside
standard collinear parton distribution functions (PDFs), LHCSpin will make it possible to study multidimen-
sional polarized parton distributions that depend also on parton transverse momentum (transverse-momentum-
dependent PDFs, or TMDs).

The study of the multidimensional partonic structure of the nucleon, particularly including polarization
effects, can test our knowledge of QCD at an unprecedented level of sophistication, both in the perturbative and
nonperturbative regime. At the same time, an accurate knowledge of hadron structure is necessary for precision
measurements of Standard Model (SM) observables and discovery of physics beyond the SM.

Due to the intricate nature of the strong interaction, it is indispensable to perform the widest possible suite
of experimental measurements. In the time range covered by the next update of the ESPP, it will be ideal to
have two new projects complementing each other: a new facility for polarized electron-proton collisions and a
new facility for polarized proton-proton collisions. LHCSpin [4] stands out at the moment as the most promising
candidate for the second type of project, going beyond the kinematic coverage and the accuracy of the existent
experiments, especially on the heavy-quark sector.

The document comprises two main parts, describing the physics case and the hardware implementation,
respectively.
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Introduction

LHCb 
capabilities

inputs from 
theoreticians

• The results are based on full LHCb simulations with p-H FT collisions
• Plenty of channels available, will focus on  as a benchmarkJ/ψ → μ+μ−

In this talk: 
1. Kinematic acceptance & reconstruction efficiency
2. Expected yields for selected channels
3. An example measurement: the gluon Sivers function

s = 2mNEp = 115 GeV

7 TeV γ =
s

2mp
∼ 60

1: beam, 2: target
Large CM boost  large  values→ x2

2 ≤ ylab ≤ 5 → − 3.0 ≤ yCMS ≤ 0

x1 x2

yCMS = 0 → θ ∼ 1∘

yCMS = − 3
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LHCb capabilities for FT
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Figure 6: Primary vertex reconstruction e�ciency (top), resolution (middle) and fake rate
(bottom) as a function of the z coordinate for minimum-bias (in blue) stand-alone pp, (in green)
stand-alone pHe, (in red) overlapped pp and pHe and (in orange) pp and pAr events simulated
considering the Run3 pp conditions (⌫ ⇠ 7.6, L ' 2 · 1033 cm�2s�1) and one fixed per-bunch
beam-gas collision. Similar e�ciencies and fake rates between beam-beam and beam-gas collisions
and no pp performance loss when injecting the gas are observed. A steep evolution with z of the
resolution in the SMOG2 cell is found instead, as a consequence of the larger uncertainty when
extrapolating low-aperture VELO tracks upstream of the nominal LHCb interaction point.
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[LHCB-FIGURE-2022-002]
• Strength points of LHCb:
• Fully instrumented in  and optimised for b- and c-
hadron detection

• Excellent momentum resolution: 

• Excellent particle identification with RICH+CALO+MUON, 
e.g.  with  , hadron separation, 

• Light hadrons ( …) are also abundantly produced and 
well reconstructed, but will not be considered in the 
following since are not unique to LHCspin

• Can do simultaneous p-p and p-gas data-taking

2 < η < 5

σp/p = 0.5 − 1.0 % (p ∈ [2,200] GeV)

ϵμ ∼ 98 % ϵπ→μ ≲ 1 % γ/e

π, K
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Figure 6.1: Cherenkov angle versus particle momentum for the RICH radiators.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Side view schematic layout of the RICH 1 detector. (b) Cut-away 3D model of the
RICH 1 detector, shown attached by its gas-tight seal to the VELO tank. (c) Photo of the RICH1
gas enclosure containing the flat and spherical mirrors. Note that in (a) and (b) the interaction point
is on the left, while in (c) is on the right.

• minimizing the material budget within the particle acceptance of RICH 1 calls for lightweight
spherical mirrors with all other components of the optical system located outside the accep-
tance. The total radiation length of RICH 1, including the radiators, is ⇠8% X0.

• the low angle acceptance of RICH 1 is limited by the 25 mrad section of the LHCb beryllium
beampipe (see figure 3.1) which passes through the detector. The installation of the beampipe
and the provision of access for its bakeout have motivated several features of the RICH 1
design.

• the HPDs of the RICH detectors, described in section 6.1.5, need to be shielded from the
fringe field of the LHCb dipole. Local shields of high-permeability alloy are not by them-
selves sufficient so large iron shield boxes are also used.

– 73 –
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Figure 14: Reconstructed Cherenkov angle as a function of track momentum in the C4F10

radiator

ring does not overlap with any other ring from the same radiator.
Figure 14 shows the Cherenkov angle as a function of particle momentum using information

from the C4F10 radiator for isolated tracks selected in data (⇠ 2% of all tracks). As expected, the
events are distributed into distinct bands according to their mass. Whilst the RICH detectors
are primarily used for hadron identification, it is worth noting that a distinct muon band can
also be observed.

5.3 PID calibration samples

In order to determine the PID performance on data, high statistics samples of genuine K±
, ⇡

±,
p and p̄ tracks are needed. The selection of such control samples must be independent of PID
information, which would otherwise bias the result. The strategy employed is to reconstruct,
through purely kinematic selections independent of RICH information, exclusive decays of
particles copiously produced and reconstructed at LHCb.

The following decays, and their charge conjugates, are identified: K0

S
! ⇡

+
⇡

�, ⇤ !p⇡
�,

D⇤+ ! D0(K�
⇡

+)⇡+. This ensemble of final states provides a complete set of charged particle
types needed to comprehensively assess the RICH detectors hadron PID performance. As
demonstrated in Fig. 15, the K0

S
, ⇤, and D⇤ selections have extremely high purity.

While high purity samples of the control modes can be gathered through purely kinematic
requirements alone, the residual backgrounds present within each must still be accounted for.
To distinguish background from signal, a likelihood technique, called sPlot [23], is used, where
the invariant mass of the composite particle K0

S
, ⇤, D0 is used as the discriminating variable.

The power of the RICH PID can be appreciated by considering the �logL distributions for
each track type from the control samples. Figures 16(a-c) show the corresponding distributions
in the 2D plane of �logL(K � ⇡) versus �logL(p � ⇡). Each particle type is seen within a
quadrant of the two dimensional �logL space, and demonstrates the powerful discrimination
of the RICH.

19

µµ ⇡ K p

(b)

Figure 2.15: (a) Side view of the RICH1 detector. (b) Reconstructed Cherenkov
angle as a function of track momentum in RICH1 [119].

Detectors (HPDs) in the wavelenght range 200-600 nm, as shown in Fig. 2.15a. An
iron shield provides a strong reduction of the residual magnetic field to ensure the
correct operation of the HPDs, without a↵ecting the field integral in the region
between the VELO and the TT.
Fig. 2.15b shows how particles populate distinct bands in the ✓c � p plane accord-
ing to their masses. Even though RICH detectors are primarly used for hadron
identification, a muon band can also be distinguished. The kaon identification
e�ciency and pion to kaon misidentification e�ciency are shown in Fig. 2.16 as a
function of the particle momentum.

2.4.2 The Calorimeters

The calorimeters [121] complement the RICH PID by identifying and measuring
the position of photons, electrons and hadrons thanks to their di↵erent energy
deposits and shower shapes. In addition, the CALO selection based on energy
deposit is used in the Level-0 trigger and is performed within 4 µs from the inter-
action. Starting from the interaction point, the calorimeter system is composed of
a Scintillator Pad Detector (SPD), a lead converter, a Preshower (PS), an electro-
magnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and a hadronic calorimeter (HCAL), all positioned
after the RICH2 and the first muon station (M1), as shown in Fig. 2.8. All the sub-
detectors share the same principle of operation: the scintillation light produced

49

[EPJC 73 (2013) 2431]
2 Fixed-target simulated collisions26
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Figure 1: Arguments supporting the possible LHCb simultaneous data-taking with beam-beam
and beam-gas data. The top plot shows the distribution of the primary vertex z coordinate for
minimum-bias overlapped pp and pHe collisions simulated considering the Run3 pp conditions
(⌫ ⇠ 7.6, L ' 2 · 1033 cm�2s�1) and one fixed per-bunch pHe collision. Leveraging on the con-
finement of the gas in the cell, the two components can be clearly distinguished. The bottom
plot compares the normalised distributions for the number of energy deposits (hits) in the VELO
for minimum-bias (in green facing-down triangles) stand-alone pHe, (in blue circles) stand-alone
pp, (in red squares) overlapped pp and pHe and (in orange facing-up triangles) for overlapped
pp and pAr collisions. By injecting both light and heavy gases on top of the pp collisions, the
increase is negligible.
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Heavy flavour channels: examples
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• c-hadrons will have the 

largest product of cross 
section and reconstruction 
efficiency

• Exotic probes and b-hadrons 
are also possible

• This is just a portion of the 
expected data (see later)
 unique opportunity to 

probe gluon TMDs over a broad 
x range!

→
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Introduction and motivation Prompt atmoshperic neutrinos Forward charm production IceCube data Summary

The concept of intrinsic charm in the nucleon
The intrinsic charm quarks ⇒ multiple connections to the valence quarks of the proton

strong evidence for internal strangeness and somewhat smaller for internal charm

global experimental data put only loose
constraints on the Pic probability

dfferent pictures of non-perturbative cc̄ content:

sea-like models

valence-like models

we use the IC distributions from the
Brodsky-Hoyer-Peterson-Sakai (BHPS) model as
adopted in the CT14nnloIC PDF
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the presence of an intrinsic component implies a
large enhancement of the charm distribution at
large x (>0.1) in comparison to the extrinsic
charm prediction

the models do not allow to predict
precisely the absolute probability Pic

13 / 24

• high-  nucleon and nuclei structure is poorly known 
at all scales

x
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Figure 1: (a) CT14nlo gluon PDF relative uncertainties [5] in a proton as a function of the gluon momentum fraction x at three
values of the factorisation scale, µF , (b) Gluon-gluon-luminosity uncertainty computed for three sets of proton PDFs as a function
of the invariant mass (MS) of a to-be produced system at

p
s = 13 TeV. For y ⇠ 0, x ' MS/

p
s at the LHC (indicated on the upper

x axis). The kinematics of the AFTER@LHC programme is mainly that of high x where the uncertainties blow up. Plot done
thanks to the APFEL programme [6].

Figure 2: Compilation of the gluon nuclear PDF relative uncertainties [7, 8, 9, 10] in a lead nucleus at a factorisation scale (here
denoted Q) of 2 GeV.

provide a unique window on the sea quarks. A precise measurement of the gluon EMC and of its nuclear
number (A) dependence, combined with precise DY data at high x, would provide decisive insights into the
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Figure 1: (a) CT14nlo gluon PDF relative uncertainties [5] in a proton as a function of the gluon momentum fraction x at three
values of the factorisation scale, µF , (b) Gluon-gluon-luminosity uncertainty computed for three sets of proton PDFs as a function
of the invariant mass (MS) of a to-be produced system at

p
s = 13 TeV. For y ⇠ 0, x ' MS/

p
s at the LHC (indicated on the upper

x axis). The kinematics of the AFTER@LHC programme is mainly that of high x where the uncertainties blow up. Plot done
thanks to the APFEL programme [6].

Figure 2: Compilation of the gluon nuclear PDF relative uncertainties [7, 8, 9, 10] in a lead nucleus at a factorisation scale (here
denoted Q) of 2 GeV.

provide a unique window on the sea quarks. A precise measurement of the gluon EMC and of its nuclear
number (A) dependence, combined with precise DY data at high x, would provide decisive insights into the
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[PRD 93 (2016) 033006]

• Gluon PDFs are least known, 
accessed with heavy flavours: 
a strength point of LHCb!

• Investigate the 
structure of nuclei: EMC 
effect still to be 
understood

•  get more insight into 
the anti-shadowing 
region ( )

→

x ∼ 0.1

• Study the Intrinsic 
Charm component in 
the proton, first 
measurement done 
with SMOG on 

• Provide crucial 
inputs for neutrino 
fluxes, UHECR and 
DM annihilation

pHe

• with IC
• without IC
[R. Maciula @ lowx22]

[JHEP 05 (2017) 004] [ARNPS 61 (2011) 467-489]

[ArXiv:1807.00603]
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certainty in our baseline model, the covariance matrix of
data errors alone (Cdata) would already give enough free-
dom to allow for a very good agreement between the data
and the secondary flux prediction; (ii) Considering only
the statistical uncertainties in the data and the uncer-
tainties in the model (�stat and Cmodel), this prediction
is marginally consistent with the data at the 2� level,
with the KS test leading to an even better p-value. Also
note the relevance of the KS test (as opposed to the �2

test) to spot error overestimates, in the case of �tot and
Cmodel; (iii) In the most realistic case considering both
Cdata and Cmodel, p-values are very good for both the �2

and KS test. Thus, not only is a secondary origin for
the locally measured p̄’s statistically consistent with the
data, but, as shown by these considerations, it is also ro-
bust with respect to error mismodelling in either model
or data errors.

TABLE I. Respective p-values for di↵erent sources of errors.
We take dof= 57, i.e. the number of p̄ data. Total errors on

data are defined to be �tot =
q

�2
stat + �2

syst.

Error considered �2/dof p-value (�2) p-value (KS)

�stat 23 0 0

�tot 1.69 8.3 ⇥ 10�4 0

Cdata 0.85 0.79 0.97

�stat and Cmodel 1.32 0.05 0.99

�tot and Cmodel 0.37 1.0 0.01

Cdata and Cmodel 0.77 0.90 0.86

Conclusions — Percent-level details in the model
predictions now matter, as do more subtle aspects of the
data error treatment. In this paper we have presented a
major upgrade of the p̄ flux prediction and analysis by:
(i) using the latest constraints on transport parameters
from AMS-02 B/C data, (ii) propagating all uncertain-
ties (with their correlations) on the predicted p̄ flux, and
(iii) accounting for correlated errors in p̄ data. The multi-
component nature of the systematic error, with di↵erent
R-dependencies and correlation lengths, has a crucial im-
pact on the analysis, and was not captured in more sim-
plified treatments as in Ref. [44]. With these novelties,
we unambiguously show that the AMS-02 data are con-
sistent with a pure secondary astrophysical origin. We
stress that this conclusion is not based on a fit to the
AMS-02 p̄ data, but on a prediction of the p̄ flux com-
puted from external data. Our results should hold for
any steady-stade propagation model of similar complex-
ity, as they all amount to the same “e↵ective grammage”
crossed to produce boron nuclei (on which the analysis
is calibrated), with roughly the same grammage entering
the secondary p̄’s. We have checked that this conclusion
is robust with respect to a variation by a factor of a few
of the correlation lengths of the AMS-02 systematic un-
certainties. Also, recent analyses of Fermi-LAT data are

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 2. Comparison of p̄ model and data (a), along with resid-
uals and 68% total confidence interval for the model (grey)
together with the transport (blue), the parents (red) and the
cross sections (green) contributions (b). The residuals of the
eigen vectors of the total covariance matrix as a function of
the pseudo-rigidity R̃, as well as their distribution are shown
in (c) and in the inset.

suggestive of a spatial dependent di↵usion coe�cient, no-
tably di↵erent in the inner Galaxy [77]. Moving to more
complex scenarios containing the 1D framework consid-
ered here as limiting case would broaden theory space,
but would not alter our conclusions on the viability of
secondary production to explain antiproton data. On the
technical aspects, more computationally expensive meth-
ods could allow one to go beyond the quadratic assump-
tion (i.e. assuming multi-Gaussian error distributions)
embedded in the covariance matrix of errors. For more
advanced applications, sampling techniques like Markov
chain Monte Carlo could be used (e.g., [78]). However,
a significant improvement in our perspectives for DM
searches in the p̄ flux can only be achieved by simul-
taneously reducing the systematics in the data and the
errors of the modelling. On the data side, a covariance
matrix of errors directly provided by the AMS-02 collab-

[ArXiv:1906.07119]

• pair creation occurs in hard QCD scattering at leading order [101] as in
Fig. 2.5a. The corresponding qq̄ annihilation is less significant as the gluon
pdfs are dominant at the LHC energies [102].

• flavour excitation occurs when a b quark from one proton is excited on
mass shell by scattering against a parton of the other proton, as shown in
Fig. 2.5b.

• gluon splitting is when a g ! bb̄ branching occurs in the initial or final
state shower, as depicted in Fig. 2.5c.

2. flavour excitation, a bb̄ pair from the sea is excited in the final state as one108

of the b quarks undergoes a hard QCD scattering with a parton (Fig.?);109

3. gluon splitting, when the bb̄ pair arises from a g ! bb̄ splitting either in the110

initial or the final state;111

The dominant parton diagrams that determines the bb̄ production depends on112

quark and gluon abundances inside the protons, in other words it depends on the113

parton pdfs and therefore ultimately on the collision energy. The LHC operated at114

7 TeV and 8 TeV during runI and is now operating at 13 TeV for runII. At these115

energies the gluon pdfs are greatly dominant (Ref?), so that we can think of LHC116

as a gluon collider. Among the leading diagrams for b production in Fig. ???,117

those who have gluons in the initial state are far dominant.118

g119

b120

b̄121

q122

q̄123

124

Once a b quark is produced, it will interact with another quark in the strong125
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(c)

Figure 2.5: Pair creation (a), flavour excitation (b) and gluon splitting (c) pro-
cesses.

Fig. 2.6 shows the relative importance of these production mechanisms for pp

collisions over a wide range of energies, indicating the flavour excitation as the
most favorable at LHC.
The bb̄ pair production peaks at small angles with respect to the beam direction,
as shown in Fig. 2.4b. In a recent paper, the LHCb collaboration reported two bb̄

production cross section measurements which, extrapolated to the full solid angle,
give [103]:

�pp!bb̄ ⇠ 295 µb (
p

s = 7 TeV),

�pp!bb̄ ⇠ 600 µb (
p

s = 13 TeV). (2.5)

The above results display a linear behaviour of the bb̄ cross section as a function of
the energy, with the consequent strong advantage of increasing the collision energy.
Following Eq. (2.5), about 6 ⇥ 1011

bb̄ pairs are produced at LHC per fb�1.
Once a b quark is produced, it will interact with another quark in the strong field to

37

c, b

c, b

[PRD 105 (2022) 014001]

[PRL 122 (2019) 132002]

Unpolarised targets: PDFs
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Expected yields
• SMOG2 is performing above the expectation 
despite detectors are still under commissioning:

Channel Events / week Total yield

J/ ! µ+µ� 6.3 ⇥ 105 7.6 ⇥ 107

D0 ! K�⇡+ 3.2 ⇥ 106 3.8 ⇥ 108

 (2S) ! µ+µ� 1.1 ⇥ 104 1.3 ⇥ 106

J/ J/ ! µ+µ�µ+µ� (DPS) 4.2 ⇥ 10�1 5.0 ⇥ 101

J/ J/ ! µ+µ�µ+µ� (SPS) 1.2 1.5 ⇥ 102

Drell Yan (5 < Mµµ < 9 GeV) 3.6 ⇥ 102 4.3 ⇥ 104

⌥ ! µ+µ� 2.7 ⇥ 102 3.3 ⇥ 104

⇤+
c ! pK�⇡+ 6.3 ⇥ 104 7.6 ⇥ 106

Table 1: Estimated event rates with LHCspin and total yield in a Run for various channels based on
the SMOG pHe results described in Sec. 2.1.

Channel Events / week Total yield

J/ ! µ+µ� 1.3 ⇥ 107 1.5 ⇥ 109

D0 ! K�⇡+ 6.5 ⇥ 107 7.8 ⇥ 109

 (2S) ! µ+µ� 2.3 ⇥ 105 2.8 ⇥ 107

J/ J/ ! µ+µ�µ+µ� (DPS) 8.5 1.0 ⇥ 103

J/ J/ ! µ+µ�µ+µ� (SPS) 2.5 ⇥ 101 3.1 ⇥ 103

Drell Yan (5 < Mµµ < 9 GeV) 7.4 ⇥ 103 8.8 ⇥ 105

⌥ ! µ+µ� 5.6 ⇥ 103 6.7 ⇥ 105

⇤+
c ! pK�⇡+ 1.3 ⇥ 106 1.5 ⇥ 108

Table 2: Estimated event rates with LHCspin and total yield in a Run for various channels based on
the SMOG2 pAr results described in Sec. 2.2.

The much higher rates expected starting from SMOG2 results reflect the outstanding performance
of the storage gas cell and new reconstruction framework with respect to the SMOG system and Run
2 reconstruction.

Other physics channels Other channels are considered by scaling the projected J/ ! µ+µ� rate
with the ratio of their expectation, as described in the following.

The D0 ! K�⇡+ rate is estimated by scaling the J/ ! µ+µ� results by a factor of 5, as observed
in Fig. 1. This matches the ratio observed in SMOG2 ?? once the muon ine�ciency mentioned earlier
is taken into account.

 (2S) ! µ+µ� projections are obtained by assuming the  (2S)/J/ ratio of observed events in [7],
and equal reconstruction performance.

Di-J/ events produced via Double Parton Scattering (DPS) can be estimated via the pocket
formula [8]:

�(J/ J/ )DPS =
1

2

�(J/ )2

�e↵
! �(J/ J/ )DPS

�(J/ )
⇡ 6 ⇥ 10�5 (9)

having used �e↵ ⇡ 10 mb from [9] and �(J/ ) ⇡ 1226 nb per nucleon from [3]. This ratio is not expected
to undergo large variations with

p
s and to be enhanced in pA collisions10. If the J/ ! µ+µ� event

yield is given by:
NJ/ !µ+µ� = �(J/ ) ⇥ B(J/ ! µ+µ�) ⇥ L ⇥ ✏, (10)

with L = 7.6 nb�1, B(J/ ! µ+µ�) = 5.961% [10] and assuming cross section scaling with the atomic
number, as done in [3], ✏ = 18.4% can be derived, which includes the LHCb geometrical acceptance.
This quantity can be used to estimate the expected ratio of di�J/ over J/ yields as

NDPS
J/ J/ !µ+µ�µ+µ�

NJ/ !µ+µ�
=
�(J/ J/ )DPS

�(J/ )
⇥ B(J/ ! µ+µ�) ⇥ ✏ = 6.6 ⇥ 10�7, (11)

where ✏ is assumed to factorise.
10Vanya Belyaev, private communication.
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data is overlaid with the result of a fit, where the D0 ! K+⇡� signal is modelled with a gaussian
function and the background is modelled with an exponential function.
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• This is the number of fully-reconstructed and selected 
events based on our current capabilities
• Event rate enhanced during HL-LHC (Upgrade II)
• Fully-software trigger allows further improvements

• Based on this milestone, we can project to 
 atoms/s (HERMES ABS) and SMOG2-

like cell conductance                      
  for polarised hydrogen

ϕ = 6.5 × 1016

→ θ = 3.7 × 1013/cm2

• Assuming 84 hours of data-taking per week and 120-week 
Run… we can collect a huge amount of data! 

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2859158
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Polarised Drell-Yan

• Kinematics (~30k events):
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Figure 31: (a) Two predictions (denoted AD’AM [294] and EIKV [290]) of the DY AN as a function of x" at AFTER@LHC,
compared to the projected precision of the measurement [302]. The bands are filled in the region where the fits use existing SIDIS
data, i.e. for x" . 0.3, and hollow where they are extrapolations. (b) Similar projections for the DY AN as a function of x" in
p+3He" collisions at

p
s = 115 GeV [302]. [In both cases, the bars show the statistical uncertainties for the quoted luminosisities

accounting for the background subtraction and polarisation-dilution effects].

polarisation, Pe↵ , is diluted by a factor of 3 since only the neutron is polarised in the 3He". The projec-
tions for 3He" are prepared based on simulations for pp collisions and applying corrections to account for
change in signal and background yields. The combinatorial background is proportional to the number of
binary nucleon-nucleon collisions Ncoll, thus the background increases by a factor Ncoll ⇡

p
3 compared to

pp. An additional isospin factor of 9/6 for DY studies is included. The available integrated luminosity of
2.5 fb�1 will allow for an exploratory measurement for DY production and precision study for quarkonium
production (see section 5.2.2).

In addition, DY production with an unpolarised fixed-target will be extremely valuable to study the
simplest TMD function at large x, namely the unpolarised TMD PDF [305, 306, 307, 54, 287, 288]. A
good knowledge of unpolarised TMDs is of fundamental importance in order to validate our understanding
of their scale evolution and to reliably study azimuthal and spin asymmetries, as they always enter the
denominators of these quantities.

Pion and kaon production. Pion and kaon STSAs have been extensively studied in the last three decades
at Fermilab and BNL with hadron beams and at Jefferson Lab, CERN (COMPASS) and DESY (HERMES)
with lepton beams (see e.g. [27, 28, 29, 30, 308, 309, 31, 303]), observing large asymmetries in the valence
region at large x", which motivated the introduction of the Sivers effect. As for now, similar studies have not
been carried out with hadron beams on 3He, thus on a polarised neutron target, which however could give
us original insights on the flavour symmetries of the correlation between the partonic transverse momentum
and the nucleon spin. Along these lines, the AFTER@LHC programme relying on the LHCb and/or ALICE
detectors, can play a crucial role.

Indeed, as shown in Fig. 32, the predicted AN for pion production with a neutron (a-b) and proton (c-d)
target, based on the generalised parton model (GPM) approach (which is an extension of the parton model

65

• Projections of polarised DY with  of 
data from [ArXiv:1807.00603] :

10 fb−1
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Moreover, the accurate measurements to be performed by AFTER@LHC will help to constrain the non-
perturbative input that enters the TMD evolution kernel [47, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289], which has an
important effect on the STSA (see e.g. [290, 291]).

Drell-Yan production. DY lepton-pair production is a unique tool to study the Sivers effect, because it is
theoretically very well understood and the Sivers function f?q

1T (x, k2
T ) for quarks (which represents the dif-

ference of number densities of unpolarised quarks with transverse momentum kT and collinear momentum
fraction x for a given two opposite configurations of the transverse spin of the proton) is predicted to have
an opposite sign for DY and SIDIS processes:

f?q
1T (x, k2

T )DY = � f?q
1T (x, k2

T )SIDIS . (16)

Within the TMD formalism, and up to angular integrations, AN in pp" collisions can be schematically
written as

AN ⇠
f q
1 (x1, k2

T1) ⌦ f?q̄
1T (x2, k2

T2)

f q
1 (x1, k2

T1) ⌦ f q̄
1 (x2, k2

T2)
, (17)

where f q
1 stands for the unpolarised quark TMD PDF, and ⌦ represents a convolution in momentum space

and a sum over quark and anti-quark flavours.
The verification of the sign change of the Sivers function is the main physics case of the DY COMPASS

programme [77], which recently performed the first measurement of the asymmetry in DY production [80],
and the experiments E1039 [76] and E1027 [292] at Fermilab. The AFTER@LHC programme will allow
one to further investigate the quark Sivers effect by measuring DY STSA [293, 294] over a wide range of x"

(= x2) and masses. With the high precision that AFTER@LHC will be able to achieve, one will accurately
measure the Sivers function, if the sign change happens to be already established by the mentioned experi-
ments. In case the asymmetry turns out to be small and these experiments cannot get to a clear answer, then
AFTER@LHC will be able to confirm/falsify the sign change. Table 16 shows a compilation of the relevant
parameters of future or planned polarised DY experiments. As can be seen, the AFTER@LHC program
offer the possibility to measure the DY AN in a broad kinematic range with an exceptional precision.

The DY measurement is the key to validate/falsify the Sivers effect for quarks. At AFTER@LHC,
the target-rapidity range corresponds to a negative xF where the AN asymmetry is predicted to be large
(Fig. 31) with large theoretical uncertainties. Fig. 31(a) shows the expected precision for DY AN measure-
ment at AFTER@LHC for L = 10 fb�1 (which corresponds to one year of running) 47, compared to two
different theoretical predictions: AD’AM [294] and EIKV [290]. These two works performed fits of AN in
SIDIS data, available for x" . 0.3, using two different theoretical setups. The uncertainty band of AD’AM
curve represents the statistical uncertainty of their fitted parameters after performing a variation of the total
�2 of about 20, while the one of EIKV is obtained by using the replica method (see e.g. Ref. [287]) with an
effective variation of the total �2 of about 1; this explains the difference of width among the curves. Thus
the DY data at AFTER@LHC will put strict constraints on the Sivers effect for quarks, help to discrim-
inate among different approaches, and accurately test one of the most important predictions of the TMD
factorisation formalism, i.e. its sign change w.r.t. SIDIS. In addition, given that this effect can be framed

47The statistical uncertainty � on AN is calculated as �AN =
2

Peff (�#+�")2

p
(��"�#)2 + (��#�")2, where �� =

p
� + 2B, � is

the cross section for a given configuration and B is the background in that measurement. The yields are calculated at fixed
yLab.
µµ = [2.5, 3.5, 4.5], fixed Mµµ = [4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5] GeV and integrating over the transverse momentum of the lepton pair.
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• Precise measurements but also unique features:

• Verify the sign change of the Sivers TMD in DY 
wrt SIDIS:

• + isospin effect with polarised deuterium

6

• To access the transverse motion of partons inside a 
polarised nucleon: measure TMDs via TSSAs at high  
(and low )

x↑
2

x1

AN =
1
P

σ↑ − σ↓

σ↑ + σ↓
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The DY measurement is the key to validate/falsify the Sivers effect for quarks. At AFTER@LHC,
the target-rapidity range corresponds to a negative xF where the AN asymmetry is predicted to be large
(Fig. 31) with large theoretical uncertainties. Fig. 31(a) shows the expected precision for DY AN measure-
ment at AFTER@LHC for L = 10 fb�1 (which corresponds to one year of running) 47, compared to two
different theoretical predictions: AD’AM [294] and EIKV [290]. These two works performed fits of AN in
SIDIS data, available for x" . 0.3, using two different theoretical setups. The uncertainty band of AD’AM
curve represents the statistical uncertainty of their fitted parameters after performing a variation of the total
�2 of about 20, while the one of EIKV is obtained by using the replica method (see e.g. Ref. [287]) with an
effective variation of the total �2 of about 1; this explains the difference of width among the curves. Thus
the DY data at AFTER@LHC will put strict constraints on the Sivers effect for quarks, help to discrim-
inate among different approaches, and accurately test one of the most important predictions of the TMD
factorisation formalism, i.e. its sign change w.r.t. SIDIS. In addition, given that this effect can be framed

47The statistical uncertainty � on AN is calculated as �AN =
2

Peff (�#+�")2

p
(��"�#)2 + (��#�")2, where �� =

p
� + 2B, � is

the cross section for a given configuration and B is the background in that measurement. The yields are calculated at fixed
yLab.
µµ = [2.5, 3.5, 4.5], fixed Mµµ = [4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5] GeV and integrating over the transverse momentum of the lepton pair.
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Figure 39: Expected statistical uncertainty on asymmetries in DY production at AFTER@LHCb, computed all for Lpp = 10 fb�1

andPe↵. = 0.8. The rapidity has been integrated over the bins specified in the plots, as well as the mass in bins of dM = 1 GeV. [The
statistical uncertainties are calculated using following expressions: �(Asin �S

UT ) = 1/Pe↵.⇥
p

2/
p

S + 2B, �(Acos 2�S
UU ) = 2

p
2/
p

S + 2B
and �(Asin(2�±�S )

UT ) = 2/Pe↵. ⇥
p

2/
p

S + 2B, where S is the signal yield, B is the background yield and Pe↵. is the effective
polarisation in a given measurement.]

extractions of h?g
1 have been performed yet. Recently, it has been proposed to access both f g

1 and h?g
1 in

di-J/ and ⌥ production in hadronic collisions [347, 344], for which data with sensitivity to transverse
momenta have been collected at the LHC. It is expected that h?g

1 reaches its maximal size in the small-x
regime [53, 348, 349, 350]. Its role in different x-regions has yet to be explored. Factorisation proofs have
recently been provided for ⌘c,b production [351, 352]. It is also expected to be constrained from azimuthal-
asymmetry measurements at the future EIC and the LHeC [353, 315], and also possibly from measurements
at RHIC and the LHC [339].

The impact of linearly polarised gluons in H0 production has been addressed e.g. in [354, 355, 356,
332]. Their effect has been predicted for gluon fusion into two photons in [357, 339], for (pseudo)scalar
quarkonium production in [69, 70], for vector quarkonium production in [358, 359] and for H0 plus jet
production in [340]. Associated production of quarkonium and Z boson has been investigated in [360].
Associated production of quarkonium plus one photon [71] is also promising, due to the possibility of
producing final states with different invariant masses, suited thus to be analysed using TMD factorisation
and to test TMD evolution. This process, together with ⌘b,c production [361, 69, 70] and double J/ 
production [223], can be investigated within the AFTER@LHC programme.

Several processes can be measured at the proposed AFTER@LHC programme in order to constrain
h?g

1 in yet unexplored kinematic regions. In Table 17 we show those in which the effect of the presence
of h?g

1 is the modulation of the transverse-momentum spectrum, referred to as “qT modulation”, while in
Table 18 we show those for which h?g

1 creates an azimuthal modulations of the spectrum, referred to as
“cos n� modulation”. We notice that in all the mentioned processes the same h?g

1 function is probed, since
the gauge-link structure is the same. As can be seen, overall the AFTER@LHC programme offers a great
opportunity to constrain h?g

1 through all these processes.
At AFTER@LHC, it will be possible to study the potential TMD factorisation breaking effects [362]

in the production of �c0 and �c2 [69]. Moreover, ⌘c production at low transverse momentum [351] will
be accessed, complementing the high transverse momentum region measured by LHCb and going beyond
RHIC’s capabilities.
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• Can probe TMDs via azimuthal asymmetries of the dilepton pair:
•  : transversity  difference in densities of quarks having T pol.  or  
in T pol. nucleon

•  : Sivers  dependence on  orientation wrt T pol. nucleon

•  : Boer-Mulders  dependence on  orientation wrt T pol. quark in unp. 
nucleon

•  : pretzelosity  dependence on  and T. pol of both T pol. quark and nucleon

•  : unpolarised TMD, always present at the denominator

h1
q → ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓

f⊥q
1T → pT

h⊥q
1 → pT

h⊥q
1T → pT

f q
1

10 fb−1

• Polarised Drell-Yan to access unpolarised TMDs of sea 
quarks and polarised TMDs in the valence region

• A good precision can be attained with ~1M events and 
20-40 MeV mass resolution

• Also, dedicated trigger lines can be implemented e.g. 
tight muonID and relaxed p cuts, electron lines…

[ArXiv:1807.00603]
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5.2.3. Quark-induced azimuthal asymmetries
In section 5.2.1 we discussed the extraction of the Sivers asymmetry from the DY production cross-

section. However this process can also give valuable information on other asymmetries, and thus on other
TMDs. In fact, the cross-section for a transversely polarised target (and an unpolarised beam) can be
schematically written in terms of the following structure functions [345]:

Acos2�
UU ⇠

h?q
1 (x1, k2

1T ) ⌦ h?q̄
1 (x2, k2

2T )

f q
1 (x1, k2

1T ) ⌦ f q̄
1 (x2, k2

2T )
, (19)

Asin�S
UT ⇠

f q
1 (x1, k2

1T ) ⌦ f?q̄
1T (x2, k2

2T )

f q
1 (x1, k2

1T ) ⌦ f q̄
1 (x2, k2

2T )
, (20)

Asin(2�+�S )
UT ⇠

h?q
1 (x1, k2

1T ) ⌦ h?q̄
1T (x2, k2

2T )

f q
1 (x1, k2

1T ) ⌦ f q̄
1 (x2, k2

2T )
, (21)

Asin(2���S )
UT ⇠

h?q
1 (x1, k2

1T ) ⌦ hq̄
1(x2, k2

2T )

f q
1 (x1, k2

1T ) ⌦ f q̄
1 (x2, k2

2T )
, (22)

where hq
1 is the transversity, h?q

1 the Boer-Mulders function and h?q
1T the pretzelosity ( f q

1 and f?q
1T are the

already introduced unpolarised TMD PDF and the Sivers function, respectively). Again ⌦ stands for a
convolution in momentum space, and a sum over parton flavours is understood. The superscript on the
A’s means that we weight the cross-section with that angular term to single out the corresponding angular
modulation.

Let us focus on the Boer-Mulders function h?1 , which encodes the correlation between the quark trans-
verse spin and its transverse momentum, namely it represents a spin-orbit effect for the quark inside an
unpolarised proton. This function, like the quark Sivers function, is naive time-reversal odd (T-odd), and
thus it changes sign under time-reversal transformations 52. In particular, a sign change is predicted for h?1
probed in SIDIS and DY production. Moreover, it might help explain [68] the violation of the Lam-Tung
relation in unpolarised DY reaction [67]. Hints about the transverse momentum dependence of the Boer-
Mulders function h?1 have been extracted from SIDIS data in [346]. AFTER@LHC will contribute to the
study of the Boer-Mulders function in DY production, shedding light on its process dependence and on the
TMD formalism in general.

In Fig. 39 we show the expected precision achievable at AFTER@LHC for different angular modula-
tions of the DY production cross-section in different kinematic regions (rapidity, invariant mass, momentum
fraction in the (un)polarised target nucleon). We note that Acos 2�

UU could be measured without a polarised
target and that asymmetries with faster modulations are usually determined with a poorer precision.

5.2.4. Gluon-induced azimuthal asymmetries
In the quark case, there are two leading-twist TMDs, as we have discussed, the unpolarised f q

1 (x, k2
T )

and the Boer-Mulders h?q
1 (x, k2

T ) functions. For a gluon in an unpolarised proton, the relevant functions are
the unpolarised distribution f g

1 (x, k2
T ) and the distribution of linearly polarised gluons h?g

1 (x, k2
T ) [52, 53].

The phenomenology of h?g
1 is potentially easier than that for the Boer-Mulders function in the quark

case, because it is T-even and matched onto the twist-2 unpolarised collinear distributions f g,q
1 , whereas h?q

1
is matched onto the twist-3 collinear matrix elements, which are so far unknown. However, no experimental

52Naive time reversal stands for time reversal but without the interchange of initial and final states [47].
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Heavy-flavour and comparison with PHENIX
[PRD 82 (2010) 112008]
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FIG. 1: (color online). Invariant mass spectra for (a)
oppositely-charged muon candidate pairs and (b) charged
candidate pairs with the same sign for the muon spectrom-
eter on the north side of PHENIX from the 2006 data set.
The solid line is the sum of the J/ψ (dashed) and ψ′ (dot-
ted) Gaussians, along with a third-order polynomial (dotted-
dashed) background.

two Gaussians (for the J/ψ and ψ′ resonances, the peak
shape of which is dominated by the detector resolution)
and a third-order polynomial (for the remaining pairs),
using the expression:

(a0 +a1M + a2M
2 + a3M

3)

+
NJ/ψ

2π
√
σ
e−

(M−MJ/ψ)2

2σ2 +
Nψ′

2π
√
σ′

e−
(M−Mψ′ )

2

2σ′2 . (11)

The free parameters in the fit are the four polynomial
parameters as well asNJ/ψ, MJ/ψ, σ, andNψ′ . The mass
and width of the ψ′ are fixed relative to the J/ψ based
on simulations. The polynomial is used to fit the back-
ground from both physical sources (i.e. Drell-Yan, open
heavy flavor) and uncorrelated track combinations. Un-
correlated track combinations comprise more than 50% of
the oppositely-charged muon pairs under the J/ψ mass
peak. An example mass spectrum and fit is shown in
Fig. 1(a). The total J/ψ yield in the dimuon decay chan-
nel was 6403 ± 126 for the 2006 and 15380 ± 150 for the
2008 data set. Table II gives background fractions in
different pT ranges determined from the fit. The asym-
metries were measured store-by-store, using Eq. (5), with
the final results obtained by averaging over all stores.

TABLE II: Total background fractions as a function of pT for
muon spectrometers on the north and south sides of PHENIX.
Backgrounds were higher in the 2006 data set because the
less restrictive trigger requirement allowed more random track
combinations.

pT (GeV/c) data set detector background fraction (%)

0–6 2006 South 21.7±0.6

2006 North 19.1±0.4

2008 South 16.4±0.2

2008 North 14.2±0.2

0–1.4 2006 South 23.2±0.7

2006 North 22.0±0.7

2008 South 16.1±0.3

2008 North 15.5±0.3

1.4–6 2006 South 20.1±0.8

2006 North 14.1±0.5

2008 South 15.6±0.4

2008 North 10.5±0.2

A geometric scale factor from 2006 data of f = 1.57±
0.04 was determined from J/ψ azimuthal distributions in
data and was found to be independent of pT within sta-
tistical uncertainties. In the 2008 data, the polarization
of the clockwise circulating beam was found to be rotated
by 0.25 ± 0.033 rad away from vertical (see Appendix ),
meaning that f was different depending on which beam
was considered polarized in the analysis. The geometric
scale factors from that analysis were f = 1.64± 0.01 for
the clockwise circulating beam and f = 1.56 ± 0.01 for
the counter-clockwise circulating beam
Several systematic checks were performed in the analy-

sis. Asymmetries were determined using random spin ori-
entations to cross check their consistency with zero. The
means were found consistent with zero and widths con-
sistent with statistical uncertainties in AN . The parity-
odd asymmetries along the proton spin direction were
also measured and found to be consistent with zero as
expected for the strong interaction.
Following previous PHENIX publications systematic

uncertainties in this analysis are categorized as Type A,
point-to-point uncorrelated, Type B, scaling all points
in the same direction but not by the same factor, and
Type C, scaling all points by the same factor. It should
be noted that all scale uncertainties affect both the cen-
tral values and the statistical uncertainties such that the
statistical significance of the measurement from zero is
preserved. A single Type A systematic uncertainty is in-
cluded, which is due to the fit used to determine the back-
ground. The fit was nominally performed using a range
of 1.8 < m (GeV/c2) < 5.0 for the 2006 and 2.0 < m
(GeV/c2) < 5.0 for the 2008 data. To estimate the un-
certainty due to the choice of fit range, the fit was then
performed using a range of 1.5 < m (GeV/c2) < 5.5,
and the difference of the calculated AN with the nominal
was taken as a systematic uncertainty. Other systematic

10

TABLE V: AN vs. pT in forward, backward and midrapidity. Systematic uncertainties in the last two columns are due to the
geometric scale factor and the polarization, respectively. There are additional Type C uncertainties due to the polarization of
3.4%, 3.0%, and 2.4% for the 2006, 2008, and combined 2006 and 2008 results. See text for details.

pT Data Sample < xF > AN δAN δAN δAf
N (%) δAP

N (%)

(GeV/c) (stat) (Type A syst) (Type B syst) (Type B syst.)

2006 -0.081 -0.024 0.044 0.003 0.6 2.3

2008 -0.082 -0.010 0.032 0.004 0.4 3.4

2006 + 2008 -0.081 -0.015 0.026 0.002 0.4 2.8

0–6 2006 0.000 -0.064 0.106 0.026 0.6 2.3

2006 0.084 -0.105 0.044 0.005 0.6 2.3

2008 0.086 -0.075 0.032 0.003 0.4 3.3

2006 + 2008 0.085 -0.086 0.026 0.003 0.4 2.7

2006 -0.081 0.050 0.067 0.007 0.6 2.3

2008 -0.081 -0.025 0.046 0.008 0.4 3.4

2006 + 2008 -0.081 -0.001 0.038 0.005 0.4 2.8

0–1.4 2006 0.000 -0.063 0.128 0.031 0.6 2.3

2006 0.085 -0.065 0.066 0.005 0.6 2.3

2008 0.087 -0.064 0.045 0.003 0.4 3.4

2006 + 2008 0.086 -0.064 0.037 0.003 0.4 2.7

2006 -0.081 -0.073 0.065 0.002 0.6 2.3

2008 -0.082 -0.023 0.046 0.010 0.4 3.5

2006 + 2008 -0.082 -0.039 0.038 0.002 0.4 2.8

1.4–6 2006 0.000 -0.068 0.188 0.045 1.2 2.3

2006 0.084 -0.046 0.064 0.005 0.6 2.3

2008 0.086 -0.073 0.046 0.007 0.4 3.3

2006 + 2008 0.085 -0.064 0.037 0.004 0.4 2.7
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FIG. 3: (color online) Transverse single-spin asymmetry in
J/ψ production as a function of xF for 2006 and 2008 data
sets. The error bars shown are statistical and Type A system-
atic uncertainties added in quadrature. Type B systematic
uncertainties are not included but are 0.003 or less in abso-
lute magnitude and can be found in Table V. An additional
uncertainty in the scale of the ordinate due to correlated po-
larization uncertainties of 3.4% (3.0%) for the 2006 (2008)
data set is not shown. See text for details.
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FIG. 4: (color online) Transverse single-spin asymmetry in
J/ψ production as a function of xF for combined 2006 and
2008 data sets. The error bars shown are statistical and Type
A systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. Type B sys-
tematic uncertainties are not included but are 0.002 or less in
absolute magnitude and can be found in Table V. An addi-
tional uncertainty in the scale of the ordinate due to correlated
polarization uncertainties of 2.4% (3.4%) for the points with
|xF | > 0 (xF = 0) is not shown. See text for details.

2006 data• LHCspin strength point and uniqueness will be heavy 
flavours, mostly unexplored by existing facilities

• The (only?) exception is , for which measurements have 
been performed at PHENIX in polarised pp at . 
However, compared to LHCspin:
• ~ 21k signal candidates (2006 + 2008 data)  can be 
collected in ~10 minutes (cell) or ~7 hours (jet)

• Mass resolution ~ 150 MeV   at the  mass 
and  at the  mass

•  barely visible  can measure excited states
 we can greatly enrich these results with high precision 

measurements and much larger kinematic coverage!

J/ψ
s = 200 GeV

→

→ σμμ ≈ 13 MeV J/ψ
σμμ ≈ 42 MeV Υ

ψ(2S) →

→

• Also, with a few thousands of di-  events we could 
measure the gluon Sivers  , transversity  and 
pretzelosity  

• Unique in FT! Challenging, but specific lines can be 
developed already in the Run 3

J/ψ
f⊥g
1T hg

1T
h⊥g

1T

[PLB 784 (2018) 217-222] [J. Bor @ DESY 2023]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1009.4864
https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.01684
https://indico.desy.de/event/41404/contributions/156389/attachments/87509/116912/Presentation%20DESY%202023%20Jelle%20Bor.pdf
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Expected precision on AN

• Systematic limit from P reached after few minutes 
for : precision TSSA measurements 
possible with very short  runs!
• Cell target example: ,  
(used in the plots)

• Jet target example: , 

J/ψ → μ+μ−

pH↑

P = 0.70 ± 0.07 θ = 3.7 × 1013/cm2

P = 0.90 ± 0.01 θ ≈ 1012/cm2

• Expected uncertainty on a TSSA at LHCspin:

•  showed for different polarisation degrees 
on two scenarios: small asymmetry  
(left) and large asymmetry  (right)

ΔAN
A = 2 %

A = 10 %

AN =
1
P

N↑ − N↓

N↑ + N↓
→ ΔA ≈

1

2N↑
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1 Introduction
LHCSpin aims at installing a polarized gas target in front of the LHCb spectrometer [1], bringing, for the first
time, polarized physics to the LHC. The project will benefit from the experience achieved with the installation
of an unpolarized gas target at LHCb during the LHC Long Shutdown 2 [2, 3]. LHCb will then become the first
experiment simultaneously running in collider and fixed-target mode with polarized targets, opening a whole new
range of explorations to its exceptional spectrometer.

Among the main advantages of a polarized gas target are the high polarization achievable (>80%), the absence
of unpolarized materials in the target (no dilution), the possiblity to flip the nuclear spin state very rapidly (order
of minutes) such to efficiently reduce systematic effects and a negligible impact on the beam lifetime.

LHCSpin will offer a unique opportunity to probe polarized quark and gluon parton distributions in nucleons
and nuclei, especially at high x and intermediate Q

2, where experimental data are still largely missing. Beside
standard collinear parton distribution functions (PDFs), LHCSpin will make it possible to study multidimen-
sional polarized parton distributions that depend also on parton transverse momentum (transverse-momentum-
dependent PDFs, or TMDs).

The study of the multidimensional partonic structure of the nucleon, particularly including polarization
effects, can test our knowledge of QCD at an unprecedented level of sophistication, both in the perturbative and
nonperturbative regime. At the same time, an accurate knowledge of hadron structure is necessary for precision
measurements of Standard Model (SM) observables and discovery of physics beyond the SM.

Due to the intricate nature of the strong interaction, it is indispensable to perform the widest possible suite
of experimental measurements. In the time range covered by the next update of the ESPP, it will be ideal to
have two new projects complementing each other: a new facility for polarized electron-proton collisions and a
new facility for polarized proton-proton collisions. LHCSpin [4] stands out at the moment as the most promising
candidate for the second type of project, going beyond the kinematic coverage and the accuracy of the existent
experiments, especially on the heavy-quark sector.

The document comprises two main parts, describing the physics case and the hardware implementation,
respectively.
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1 Introduction
LHCSpin aims at installing a polarized gas target in front of the LHCb spectrometer [1], bringing, for the first
time, polarized physics to the LHC. The project will benefit from the experience achieved with the installation
of an unpolarized gas target at LHCb during the LHC Long Shutdown 2 [2, 3]. LHCb will then become the first
experiment simultaneously running in collider and fixed-target mode with polarized targets, opening a whole new
range of explorations to its exceptional spectrometer.

Among the main advantages of a polarized gas target are the high polarization achievable (>80%), the absence
of unpolarized materials in the target (no dilution), the possiblity to flip the nuclear spin state very rapidly (order
of minutes) such to efficiently reduce systematic effects and a negligible impact on the beam lifetime.

LHCSpin will offer a unique opportunity to probe polarized quark and gluon parton distributions in nucleons
and nuclei, especially at high x and intermediate Q

2, where experimental data are still largely missing. Beside
standard collinear parton distribution functions (PDFs), LHCSpin will make it possible to study multidimen-
sional polarized parton distributions that depend also on parton transverse momentum (transverse-momentum-
dependent PDFs, or TMDs).

The study of the multidimensional partonic structure of the nucleon, particularly including polarization
effects, can test our knowledge of QCD at an unprecedented level of sophistication, both in the perturbative and
nonperturbative regime. At the same time, an accurate knowledge of hadron structure is necessary for precision
measurements of Standard Model (SM) observables and discovery of physics beyond the SM.

Due to the intricate nature of the strong interaction, it is indispensable to perform the widest possible suite
of experimental measurements. In the time range covered by the next update of the ESPP, it will be ideal to
have two new projects complementing each other: a new facility for polarized electron-proton collisions and a
new facility for polarized proton-proton collisions. LHCSpin [4] stands out at the moment as the most promising
candidate for the second type of project, going beyond the kinematic coverage and the accuracy of the existent
experiments, especially on the heavy-quark sector.

The document comprises two main parts, describing the physics case and the hardware implementation,
respectively.
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Polarised data

e�ciencies are not perfectly reproduced in the simulations, what is relevant to this regard is the e�-
ciency ratio with respect to the SMOG2 position ([�560, �360] mm), showing e�ciency degradation as
the cell is positioned further upstream with respect to the VELO. The upcoming SMOG2 data-taking
will give the opportunity to measure the absolute e�ciencies on real data.
Fig 7 (right) shows the e�ciency to reconstruct the PV and both tracks in J/ ! µ+µ� decays as a
function of the J/ rapidity for the four considered cell positions. With the same caveat on absolute
e�ciencies, the conclusion here is that upstream cell positions lead to smaller rapidity coverage.

4 Physics observables

To emulate the polarisation of the target gas, a procedure developed at HERMES, described in Ap-
pendix C of [13], is used. This allows to investigate the acceptance on LHCspin events and the LHCb
detector e↵ects on the physics observables.
A variable called ⇢ is computed based on the particle (e.g. J/ ) x, pT and � angle values:

⇢ =
1

2


1 +

✓
a1 + a2

x � x

xmax
+ a3

pT � pT

pT max

◆
sin�+

✓
b1 + b2

x � x

xmax
+ b3

pT � pT

pT max

◆
sin 2�

�
(17)

where the overline denotes the average and max indicates the largest value in the pT or x spectrum.
For each event, a random number between 0 and 1 is extracted according to a flat distribution: if the
outcome is greater than ⇢, a �1 tag is assigned to the event, and +1 otherwise. This tag is used as
the polarisation state of the event and introduces a spin-dependence in the simulation. In particular,
Eq. 17 emulates a Sivers amplitude at the first order in the Taylor expansion of pT and x.
The distribution of simulated J/ ! µ+µ� events in the xF � pT plane is shown in Fig. 8 (left).
This channel is used in the following for developing a measurement of the gluon Sivers function with
LHCspin. This observable is investigated in [14], where two models predict a sizeable asymmetry in the
negative Feynman-x emisphere, as shown in Fig. 8 (right), for LHCspin kinematics. Roughly based
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FIG. 7: Maximized values for AN for the process pp� � J/� + X at
�

s = 115 GeV and PT = 3 GeV as a function of xF (left

panel) and at y = �2 as a function of PT (right panel), obtained adopting the CGI-GPM and GPM approaches, within the CS

model and NRQCD (BK11 set). Notice that here negative rapidities correspond to the forward region for the polarized proton.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have extended, and somehow completed, a detailed analysis of SSAs for J/ production in pp
collisions within a phenomenological TMD scheme. This study started in a previous paper, where, employing the
Color-Singlet Model for quarkonium formation, we compared the Generalized Parton Model and the Color-Gauge-
Invariant GPM. It has been then continued quite recently in a second work, adopting the NRQCD framework within
the GPM. Here we have eventually considered its extension within the CGI-GPM. The main interest of this analysis
is to see whether and to what extent one can extract information on the poorly known gluon Sivers function, focusing
only on this specific process.

We have considered all relevant subprocesses in NRQCD, both for the 2 ! 1 and the 2 ! 2 channels, including
e↵ects of initial and final state interactions, in the one-gluon-exchange approximation. This leads to the introduction
of new color factors, diagram by diagram, and the computation of modified hard scattering amplitudes. In such a way
one can move the process dependence, coming from ISIs and FSIs, into the hard parts, factorizing the corresponding
TMDs. One, well-known, outcome of this approach is the appearance of two independent gluon Sivers functions,
referred to as the d-type and the f -type distributions.

We have then calculated the maximized contributions to AN , separately for the gluon and the quark Sivers e↵ects,
adopting the kinematics of the PHENIX experiment, for which data are available. The main findings are that the
quark as well as the d-type gluon Sivers functions, even if maximized, give almost negligible contributions to the SSA,
leaving at work, as in the CSM, only the f -type GSF. On the other hand, within NRQCD this contribution is also
generally quite small and could be relatively sizeable only at forward rapidities and PT around 2-3 GeV, at least for
the two LDME sets considered.

Therefore, while within the GPM, the GSF could be easily constrained by PHENIX SSA data for J/ production
alone, the situation in the CGI-GPM is quite di↵erent. Indeed, if one adopts the CSM, the f -type GSF (the only one
active) gives still a potentially sizeable contribution; on the contrary, in full NRQCD it could be hardly constrained,
and definitely not in the backward region.

We have also presented some maximized estimates of AN , for the kinematics reachable at LHC in a fixed target
mode, showing similar features as those discussed for PHENIX setup.

More data, with higher statistics, could certainly help in shedding light on the role of the gluon Sivers function, as
well as on its process dependence.
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Figure 8: Left: xF � pT spectrum of simulated J/ ! µ+µ� events. Right: predicted asymmetry for
polarised p-H collisions at

p
s = 115 GeV [14]

on this prediction, the chosen parameters for Eq. 17 are a1 = 0.1, a2 = a3 = 0.05 and b1 = 0.02,
b2 = b3 = 0.01, i.e. a 10% amplitude with a mild dependence on the kinematics.
The TSSA can now be computed via Eq. 13 by counting the events having a given polarisation state.
This is performed with two methods.

4.1 Method 1: fitting the azimuthal dependence

Data are split into 2D xF � pT bins, and further divided into � bins, where the spin asymmetry is
computed according to Eq. 13, and the uncertainty is evaluated by propagating Poissonian uncertainties
on N" and N#. 100% polarisation without uncertainty is used in this first set of results. For each
x � pT bin, the � modulation is fitted with the function:

f = a1 sin�+ a2 sin 2�, (18)
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• Our MC is unpolarised. The polarisation can be emulated by assigning +-1 state according to 
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1 Introduction
LHCSpin aims at installing a polarized gas target in front of the LHCb spectrometer [1], bringing, for the first
time, polarized physics to the LHC. The project will benefit from the experience achieved with the installation
of an unpolarized gas target at LHCb during the LHC Long Shutdown 2 [2, 3]. LHCb will then become the first
experiment simultaneously running in collider and fixed-target mode with polarized targets, opening a whole new
range of explorations to its exceptional spectrometer.

Among the main advantages of a polarized gas target are the high polarization achievable (>80%), the absence
of unpolarized materials in the target (no dilution), the possiblity to flip the nuclear spin state very rapidly (order
of minutes) such to efficiently reduce systematic effects and a negligible impact on the beam lifetime.

LHCSpin will offer a unique opportunity to probe polarized quark and gluon parton distributions in nucleons
and nuclei, especially at high x and intermediate Q

2, where experimental data are still largely missing. Beside
standard collinear parton distribution functions (PDFs), LHCSpin will make it possible to study multidimen-
sional polarized parton distributions that depend also on parton transverse momentum (transverse-momentum-
dependent PDFs, or TMDs).

The study of the multidimensional partonic structure of the nucleon, particularly including polarization
effects, can test our knowledge of QCD at an unprecedented level of sophistication, both in the perturbative and
nonperturbative regime. At the same time, an accurate knowledge of hadron structure is necessary for precision
measurements of Standard Model (SM) observables and discovery of physics beyond the SM.

Due to the intricate nature of the strong interaction, it is indispensable to perform the widest possible suite
of experimental measurements. In the time range covered by the next update of the ESPP, it will be ideal to
have two new projects complementing each other: a new facility for polarized electron-proton collisions and a
new facility for polarized proton-proton collisions. LHCSpin [4] stands out at the moment as the most promising
candidate for the second type of project, going beyond the kinematic coverage and the accuracy of the existent
experiments, especially on the heavy-quark sector.

The document comprises two main parts, describing the physics case and the hardware implementation,
respectively.
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1 Introduction
LHCSpin aims at installing a polarized gas target in front of the LHCb spectrometer [1], bringing, for the first
time, polarized physics to the LHC. The project will benefit from the experience achieved with the installation
of an unpolarized gas target at LHCb during the LHC Long Shutdown 2 [2, 3]. LHCb will then become the first
experiment simultaneously running in collider and fixed-target mode with polarized targets, opening a whole new
range of explorations to its exceptional spectrometer.

Among the main advantages of a polarized gas target are the high polarization achievable (>80%), the absence
of unpolarized materials in the target (no dilution), the possiblity to flip the nuclear spin state very rapidly (order
of minutes) such to efficiently reduce systematic effects and a negligible impact on the beam lifetime.

LHCSpin will offer a unique opportunity to probe polarized quark and gluon parton distributions in nucleons
and nuclei, especially at high x and intermediate Q

2, where experimental data are still largely missing. Beside
standard collinear parton distribution functions (PDFs), LHCSpin will make it possible to study multidimen-
sional polarized parton distributions that depend also on parton transverse momentum (transverse-momentum-
dependent PDFs, or TMDs).

The study of the multidimensional partonic structure of the nucleon, particularly including polarization
effects, can test our knowledge of QCD at an unprecedented level of sophistication, both in the perturbative and
nonperturbative regime. At the same time, an accurate knowledge of hadron structure is necessary for precision
measurements of Standard Model (SM) observables and discovery of physics beyond the SM.

Due to the intricate nature of the strong interaction, it is indispensable to perform the widest possible suite
of experimental measurements. In the time range covered by the next update of the ESPP, it will be ideal to
have two new projects complementing each other: a new facility for polarized electron-proton collisions and a
new facility for polarized proton-proton collisions. LHCSpin [4] stands out at the moment as the most promising
candidate for the second type of project, going beyond the kinematic coverage and the accuracy of the existent
experiments, especially on the heavy-quark sector.

The document comprises two main parts, describing the physics case and the hardware implementation,
respectively.
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An example measurement: the Gluon Sivers function
• A simpler approach for large asymmetry:  and  dependence 
of  (here ~0)  this precision can be achieved with just 
few hours of data-taking!

• We can provide precision measurements well able to 
distinguish among theoretical predictions of the GSF

• Kinematic coverage given below for ~300k events (small 
sample) 

• Simulations with the full LHCb detector shown                 
 to be performed also for the IR4 setup
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FIG. 7: Maximized values for AN for the process pp" ! J/ +X at
p
s = 115 GeV and PT = 3 GeV as a function of xF (left

panel) and at y = �2 as a function of PT (right panel), obtained adopting the CGI-GPM and GPM approaches, within the CS

model and NRQCD (BK11 set). Notice that here negative rapidities correspond to the forward region for the polarized proton.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have extended, and somehow completed, a detailed analysis of SSAs for J/ production in pp

collisions within a phenomenological TMD scheme. This study started in a previous paper, where, employing the
Color-Singlet Model for quarkonium formation, we compared the Generalized Parton Model and the Color-Gauge-
Invariant GPM. It has been then continued quite recently in a second work, adopting the NRQCD framework within
the GPM. Here we have eventually considered its extension within the CGI-GPM. The main interest of this analysis
is to see whether and to what extent one can extract information on the poorly known gluon Sivers function, focusing
only on this specific process.

We have considered all relevant subprocesses in NRQCD, both for the 2 ! 1 and the 2 ! 2 channels, including
e↵ects of initial and final state interactions, in the one-gluon-exchange approximation. This leads to the introduction
of new color factors, diagram by diagram, and the computation of modified hard scattering amplitudes. In such a way
one can move the process dependence, coming from ISIs and FSIs, into the hard parts, factorizing the corresponding
TMDs. One, well-known, outcome of this approach is the appearance of two independent gluon Sivers functions,
referred to as the d-type and the f -type distributions.

We have then calculated the maximized contributions to AN , separately for the gluon and the quark Sivers e↵ects,
adopting the kinematics of the PHENIX experiment, for which data are available. The main findings are that the
quark as well as the d-type gluon Sivers functions, even if maximized, give almost negligible contributions to the SSA,
leaving at work, as in the CSM, only the f -type GSF. On the other hand, within NRQCD this contribution is also
generally quite small and could be relatively sizeable only at forward rapidities and PT around 2-3 GeV, at least for
the two LDME sets considered.

Therefore, while within the GPM, the GSF could be easily constrained by PHENIX SSA data for J/ production
alone, the situation in the CGI-GPM is quite di↵erent. Indeed, if one adopts the CSM, the f -type GSF (the only one
active) gives still a potentially sizeable contribution; on the contrary, in full NRQCD it could be hardly constrained,
and definitely not in the backward region.

We have also presented some maximized estimates of AN , for the kinematics reachable at LHC in a fixed target
mode, showing similar features as those discussed for PHENIX setup.

More data, with higher statistics, could certainly help in shedding light on the role of the gluon Sivers function, as
well as on its process dependence.
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1 Introduction
LHCSpin aims at installing a polarized gas target in front of the LHCb spectrometer [1], bringing, for the first
time, polarized physics to the LHC. The project will benefit from the experience achieved with the installation
of an unpolarized gas target at LHCb during the LHC Long Shutdown 2 [2, 3]. LHCb will then become the first
experiment simultaneously running in collider and fixed-target mode with polarized targets, opening a whole new
range of explorations to its exceptional spectrometer.

Among the main advantages of a polarized gas target are the high polarization achievable (>80%), the absence
of unpolarized materials in the target (no dilution), the possiblity to flip the nuclear spin state very rapidly (order
of minutes) such to efficiently reduce systematic effects and a negligible impact on the beam lifetime.

LHCSpin will offer a unique opportunity to probe polarized quark and gluon parton distributions in nucleons
and nuclei, especially at high x and intermediate Q

2, where experimental data are still largely missing. Beside
standard collinear parton distribution functions (PDFs), LHCSpin will make it possible to study multidimen-
sional polarized parton distributions that depend also on parton transverse momentum (transverse-momentum-
dependent PDFs, or TMDs).

The study of the multidimensional partonic structure of the nucleon, particularly including polarization
effects, can test our knowledge of QCD at an unprecedented level of sophistication, both in the perturbative and
nonperturbative regime. At the same time, an accurate knowledge of hadron structure is necessary for precision
measurements of Standard Model (SM) observables and discovery of physics beyond the SM.

Due to the intricate nature of the strong interaction, it is indispensable to perform the widest possible suite
of experimental measurements. In the time range covered by the next update of the ESPP, it will be ideal to
have two new projects complementing each other: a new facility for polarized electron-proton collisions and a
new facility for polarized proton-proton collisions. LHCSpin [4] stands out at the moment as the most promising
candidate for the second type of project, going beyond the kinematic coverage and the accuracy of the existent
experiments, especially on the heavy-quark sector.

The document comprises two main parts, describing the physics case and the hardware implementation,
respectively.
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Reconstruction efficiency
• LHCb simulations show broader kinematic acceptance & 
better reconstruction efficiency when the cell is close 
to the VELO, however:
• Several reconstruction & trigger improvements have 
already been deployed for the Run 3

• More reliable number will come with data next year, so 
here the focus is on ratios of efficiencies
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 kinematics vs cell positionJ/ψ → μ+μ−
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• Here are ~300k events per plot, just a small fraction of the expected data

• Using  with 

• Actual SMOG2 region  as a reference,  a possible solution to fit the LHCspin setup
• The kinematic coverage depends on the cell position   slightly affected,  range shrinks when moving upstream:

xF = 2ET / sNN sinh(y*) E2
T = M2 + P2

T

[−560, − 360] mm [−670, − 470] mm

→ pT x


